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386a Monday, February 27, 2012The ability to measure and manipulate single molecules has greatly advanced
the field of biophysics. The existing techniques, such as Optical and Magnetic
Tweezers, each have their advantages and limitations. We present a proof-of-
concept for an Optical Pushing apparatus, in which we exert an optical force
on DNA-tethered beads with a collimated laser beam. This approach makes
use of the temporal versatility of the laser power that is directly related to
the force exerted on the tethered beads. This allows for fast force ramps that
can be used for dynamic force spectroscopy as well as measurements on mul-
tiple single molecules at the same time. Forces achieved with the current setup
agree with Mie Scattering calculations and are in range to be used for force
spectroscopy on biomolecules (0.1 to 100 pN). Force calibration models used
for Magnetic or Optical Tweezers are not directly applicable to our system.
We therefore derive a generic, analytical model for Brownian motion of the
tethered beads by solving the Langevin equation for both the translational
and rotational movement. Both measured and numerically simulated data
show good agreement with the analytical model. Hence, it can be used to cal-
ibrate the exerted laser force with a high accuracy, but is also applicable to
other techniques, such as Tethered Particle Motion, Optical Tweezers andMag-
netic Tweezers.
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Cortical actin is a complex meshwork essential for the dynamic organization
and localization of plasma membrane proteins. In order to characterize dynam-
ics of the cytoskeleton of living mammalian cells with resolution beyond the
diffraction limit, we used photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM).
We transfected ND7/23 and HEK 293 cells to express Dendra2 labeled actin.
The cells were imaged in a custom-built total internal reflection microscope
maintaining the cells under physiological conditions for prolonged periods of
time. Dynamic PALM images of the actin cytoskeleton were reconstructed in
a 5-second sliding time window. A resolution of 50 nm was achieved.
By combining dynamic super-resolution actin images and single particle track-
ing in the plasma membrane, we studied the actin cytoskeleton’s role in the
organization of Kv2.1 channels into segregated microdomains. Kv2.1 forms
stable clusters in hippocampal neurons and transfected HEK cells, but the
mechanism by which the clusters are formed is not well understood. By label-
ing Kv2.1 channels with quantum dots which are spectrally well separated from
Dendra2, two-color images were obtained which revealed complex interactions
between the actin cytoskeleton and Kv2.1 channels. This work demonstrates
that PALM combined with single particle tracking is an effective technique
to probe the dynamic interactions between cortical actin and membrane
proteins.
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Single-molecule imaging has extended the resolution of fluorescence
microscopy down to the nanometer scale. This super-resolution technique is
non-invasive, tolerates simple sample preparation, and takes advantage of
high-specificity labeling schemes. We will discuss recent studies focused on
imaging protein structure and dynamics in live bacterial cells, with attention
to the particular challenges that this system presents: the organisms are small,
have short cell cycles, live in specific environments, and their organization is
relatively poorly understood. We have developed methods to extend the capa-
bilities of single-molecule fluorescence microscopy to study motion and local-
ization in live Caulobacter crescentus, Vibrio cholerae, and Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron.
FtsZ is an essential protein that polymerizes at the mid-cell, recruits the
division machinery, and may generate constrictive forces necessary for cytoki-
nesis. Based on astigmatism and on the natural dynamics of the protein,
we resolve in two and three dimensions the midplane Z-ring formed by
FtsZ, in C. crescentus. We further apply live-cell single-molecule imaging to
two prokaryotes of biomedical interest, V. cholerae, and the gut symbiont
B.thetaiotaomicron. The V. cholerae protein TcpP is a rare example of a mem-
brane-bound transcription factor, and we have investigated the dynamics and
localization of TcpP, its binding partner ToxR, and the toxT gene they regulate,
in order to elucidate the mechanism of membrane-bound transcription activa-tion. The starch utilization system (Sus) allows B. thetaiotaomicron to catabo-
lize complex carbohydrates, and we have investigated the response of Sus
proteins to stimuli with live anaerobic cell single-molecule imaging.
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Most single-molecule manipulation methods, including atomic force micro-
scopy, optical tweezers, and magnetic tweezers, report on parameters such as
force and extension. Recently several techniques have been developed that per-
mit one to additionally monitor rotational motion and torque. Magnetic torque
tweezers (MTT) (Lipfert et al., Nature Methods 2010) are one such technique.
Current MTT schemes however have the drawback that the force and torque
degrees of freedom are intrinsically coupled.
Here, we present the electromagnetic torque tweezers (eMTT), a novel instrument
thatdecouples the forceand torquedegreesof freedom.TheeMTTcombines aver-
tically-oriented, cylindrically-shaped permanent magnet that provides a strong
field gradient and enables the application of a stretching force, with two pairs of
Helmholtz geometry that produce nearly
homogenous magnetic fields in the
horizontal plane. We use these in-plane
fields to rotate the bead about the vertical
axis, to accurately set the stiffness of the
magnetic torsional trap, and to vary
its stiffness at will. We fully calibrate and
characterize the eMTT, showing how
it allows one to span the range between con-
ventional and freely orbiting magnetic
tweezers with the turn of a knob, and dem-
onstrate its implementation on DNA and
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We developed a unique optical system for studying the interaction of proteins
with DNA based on tethered particle motion (TPM). The method uses gold
nano-beads and total internal reflection (TIR) illumination and allows recording
the DNA dynamics in three dimensions (3D).
We studied the 3D end-to-end distribution of a tethered DNA.Wemeasured the
axial distribution that was never measured before [1] and confirmed the theo-
retical solution but emphasize the invalidity of the Gaussian random walk
approximation for short DNA strands.
We also measured the interaction of HU protein with DNA and confirmed its
bi-modal effect on DNA as a function of the HU concentration [2]. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that TPM is used for actual
DNA-protein interaction studies (except for looping).
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